
3 by 4 Junior Floating Golf Green Installation Instructions

Inventory:
49 plastic nails
49 plastic washers
1 floatation panels 3 feet by 4 feet with numbers for alignment
4 pieces of fringe numbered 1-4
1 rolled up golf green turf 
1 four inch plastic cup
1 tee box 
1 practice green flag and flag pole
12 golf balls

Instructions: 

1. Insert 20 plastic nails around the outside edge of the green using a nail or ice pick to create a guide/
pilot hole for the plastic nail.  Nail head should be on top side of turf, not the backing side.

2. Insert 5 plastic nails around cup hole using a nail or ice pick to create a guide hole for the plastic nail.  
Nail head should be on top side of turf, not the backing side.



3. Position Golf Green over cup ensuring the panel alignment marking with numbers 1-4 are correctly 
aligned with golf green alignment numbers written on the bottom of the golf green turf.  

4. Insert nails through pad using your thumb or lightly hitting with a small hammer. Start with the 5 nails 
around the cup then start at seam of panels and work your way around ensuring as you go there are 
no wrinkles in the green.

5. From bottom feel plastic nails under pad and attach washers to nails.  Use same tool as pilot hole to 
pull synthetic grass out from around the nail head to hide nail head.



6. Install fringe pieces 2 and 4 (the end pieces) by inserting plastic nails into turf, position edges of end 
pieces next to markings ensuring each piece of turf matches the number on the pad.  Leave 1/8 inch 
gap between the fringe and the green to prevent wrinkling.  Use 7 nails per end.  Start in the middle 
and work you way to each side.  Repeat with pieces 1 and 3.

7. Lift green into pool, adjust cup, install flag and flag pole and start chipping.
8.  Enjoy your Floating Golf Green.


